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This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unse sourced materials may be challenged and removed. Sourcing: 4th Grade Tales Nothing – News · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (August 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message) Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing First editionAuthorJudy BlumeIllustratorRoy DotyCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesFudge SeriesGenreChildren's novelPublisherDuttonPublication date1972Media typePrint (Hardback &amp; Paperback)Pages120 ppISBN0-525-40720-0OCLC340266LC
ClassPZ7.B6265 TalFollowed byOtherwise Known as Sheila the Great Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing is a children's novel written by American author Judy Blume and published in 1972. This is the first time in the Foodage series, followed by Superfedge, Fudge-a-Mania and De Fudge (2002). Although otherwise
known by the name Sheila the Great features many of the same characters as the series, it doesn't fit exactly in its continuity because, as a spin-off, it focuses solely on Peter's classmate (who later becomes his cousin), Sheila Tobman. Originally, the book featured images of Roy Detti, but all post-2002 reprints have
been removed from those images. The story focuses on a nine-year-old boy named Peter Warren Hascher and his relationship with his two-and-a-half-year-old brother Farley Atssel Fodge Houser. Farley hates the sound of his legal name, preferring Fodge for every and all occasions. The book's sketch summary focuses
on 9-year-old fourth-grader Peter Hascher's frustration with the horrific behaviour shown by his annoying 21/2-year-old brother, Fudge, who often goes unpunished. Peter gets frustrated with Fudge because it often disturbs Peter's pet turtle, which Peter won at his best friend Jimmy Fargo's birthday party. In addition,
Fudge throws tantrums the mood non-stop, goes through the finicky stage of abstinence from eating altogether, and mimics Peter's behavior, throwing tantrums if it's forbidden. Nevertheless, their parents dodge Peter Dodge's anger and frustration over Fodge. For months, Fudge's antiques have continued; breaking his
front teeth after catapulting himself from the Forest Stadium in the local playground when he decided to fly, vandalizing peter's band homework assignment, and getting up on his family at the movie theater. One day, to Peter's utter misfortune, he returns home to discover that dribbles are missing from his bowl, Fodge
claims to have swallowed him. These announcements prove to be true, and Foodge is quickly taken to the hospital, where the dribble is extracted, to Ms. Kitchen's relief. However dribbles have died in Fodge's stomach and no one seems to care especially About Hodge. Peter devastated over the loss of his beloved pet;
His parents sympathetically compensate by adopting a dog, which Peter appropriately The turtle remembers dribbles. Main article characters: Peter Warren H always's list of Fudge series characters - the hero of the story, and a clever, decisive, but seemingly naïve 9-year-old boy. Most of the book focuses on his
relationship with Fodge and his family, and the fact that Fodge is the perceived source of all his troubles. His parents usually seem to let Fodge get away with anything and everything, and though it seems that Peter and Wants's needs are often ignored and overshadowed in Fudge's favor, it's not always the case. Peter
believes his parents show Foodge's preferential treatment, especially that; However, Peter loves him very much and shows his concern when he is hospitalized (after swallowing Peter's pet turtle, dribble) and doctors speculate that they may need to act on him. Peter gets very upset when he finds out that Dribble is dead
and angry when he sees Fodge showering with attention and gifts when he comes home, but then Warren comes home with a dog for Peter for being a good sport and compensating for losing. Farley Dresel Fodge Hascher - Peter's younger brother, who he often fears. At the beginning of the book, Fodge (a nickname
for the highly spiteful legal name, Farley Dresel) is 21/2 years old, and in chapters 5 to 3. He is a very tall, demanding, mean toddler who is prone to violent temperums. He has a very active imagination, and others - including Sheila Tobman and the wife of one of his father's clients - adore him. He devours the entire
dribble in the final chapter and is hospitalized but doctors are able to help him expel dribble residue without surgery. Peter often sees him as an offset, but Fodge looks at his big brother and eventually Peter notices the bond they have. Anne Hascher - mother of Peter and Fodge, and wife Warren. A caring mother shows
love and devotion to her family and protects Foodge very much. He sometimes has overly protective ways with him sometimes causing problems for Peter; For example, when Fodge jumps out of the forest gym on the playground (believing he's a bird that will land safely), he blames Peter for keeping him solely
responsible for Fudge's injuries and not even listening to him from the story. He later admits to being too emotional with after Fodge's flight experience and taking it out on Peter. When Fudge ruined Peter's school project, it punished him, which surprised even Peter, who was convinced that everyone thought Fudge
couldn't make a mistake, but that it stated that Fodge should have known better. Warren Hascher - Father Peter and Fodge, and husband Anne. He works at an namless advertising agency, whose major clients in Tales are with The fruit drink that Hascher finds rather unpleasant, and Tadle Bike, manufacturer of plastic
game tricycles à la big wheels and green cars; Foodge is hired for a commercial for the recent product. Although most of Warren's clients are happy with her work and company, she also had her share of failures, such as the loss of the Juicy-O account. A loving father who wants what is best for his family is firmer and
more conservative in raising his sons than that, especially with Fudge. For example, when Foodge refused to eat unless he was fed like a dog, Warren was the one who would finally put aside the law, which he would wear if He didn't eat his food like a human. Unfortunately, Warren lacks cooking and cleaning skills, and
once, she has a disastrous cooking dinner, and Fudge performs her 'eat it or wear it' rule against her. Dribble – Peter's pet tortoe, which he won at Jimmy Fargo's birthday party. It seems that dribbles are always annoyed with Foodge, which caused Fodge to swallow all of him. Afterwards, Warren gives Peter a dog to try
to make up for the loss of dribbles; Peter remembers the name of his new dog Turtle. Sheila Tobman – a classmate of Peter and Jamie who lives with his family in the same apartment building as Kitchens. Peter is very annoyed at the thought of him, considering he will know a boss it's all that still cooties. He takes
charge of a school project he, Peter, and Jamie were assigned to work together, and although the experience took on for everyone was stressful, his efforts were rewarded with an A. She is sometimes allowed to help fodge have children and announces that she learned about having children from her older sister, Libby,
who takes the class of having children. Jamie Fargo - Peter's best friend, who took dribbles at his pet turtle Peter's birthday party. Peter and Jamie have a special rock set in the park and dislike Sheila that when the three are commissioned to work on a school project together they have to put it away. Season one: Peter
wins his big pet turtle dribble at his friend Jimmy Fargo's birthday party, and it shows everyone. Chapter 2: The boss of Mr. And Mrs. Peter's juicy father, Mr. Yarby, and his wife stay with the Churchers, and Fodge behaves badly. Chapter 3: The Fudge family dog stop eating and everyone tries to come up with ideas to
get her appetite back. Season 4: My brother Bird falls from the forest gym when Peter, Jamie and Sheila go to the park to take care of Foodage and lose two of his front teeth. Chapter 5: Birthday Bash has a birthday party when Foodge turns three, but it turns out there's a lot of work for Peter. Season six: Fang visits
Fudge City mistreatment when he, Peter, and his mother spend Saturday together. Chapter 7: Peter, Jamie, and Sheila's Flying Train Committee are working on a school project together based on transportation. 8: T.V. Fudge Star has been chosen to ride toddle bikes in commercial. Season 9: Just another rainy day for
Peter, Fodge, and their father head to the movies, where Foodge gets lost. Chapter 10: Dribble! Fodge devours Peter's turtle dribble. Peter ends up getting a dog and calling him a turtle, so he'll never forget dribble the sources of external links to the Judy Bloom website the children's literature portal retrieved from Peter
thinks he has the biggest problem in the world - his little brother, Fudge. Fodge creates trouble wherever he goes and usually reaches out to Peter to sort out the mess. When Peter wins a small green turtle called Dribble, he is determined to keep it away from his brother. But when Fodge gets his hands on dribbles, the
tragedy of fourth-grade stories is nothing the first book in this highly successful series from bestselling author and household name Judy Bloome, which includes the cover art of picture book star Emily Griot.McMillan Publishers Ltd (sometimes known as the Macmillan Group), an international publishing company owned
by Holtzbrink Publishing Group. It has offices in 41 countries and operates in more than 30 other countries. Giá sản phẩm trên Tiki đã bao gồm thuế theo luật hiện hành. Tuy nhiên tuỳ vào từng loại sản phẩm hoặc phương thức, địa chỉ giao hàng mà có thể phát sinh thêm chi phí khác như phí vận chuyển, phụ phí hàng
cồng kềnh, ...
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